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An alternative and simpler proof of the following result is given: Every r x s generalized 
partial latin rectangle Q on A = (1, 2, , k} can be extended to an n x n generalized latin 
square on A if and only if n 2 r + s - min{N(i) 1 i E A}, where N(i) denotes the number of 
times that the symbol i appears in Q. 
1. Introduction 
A lath rectangle of size r x s on a set of k symbols 1, 2, . . . , k is an r x s matrix 
in which every entry is an integer between 1 and k and each integer occurs at 
most once in each row and each column. In [5], Ryser proved that every r x s 
latin rectangle Q can be extended to a k x k latin square on the same set of 
symbols 1, 2, . . . , k if and only if each symbol occurs at least r + s - k times in 
Q- 
In this paper, we study a generalized version of latin rectangles which was 
studied by Andersen and Hilton [l-4]. In Theorem 2.3, we prove that every 
m x rz generalized latin rectangle can be extended to form an IZ x n generalized 
latin square on the same set of symbols. We also prove that every r x s 
generalized partial latin rectangle Q on A = (1, 2, . . . , k} can be extended to an 
n x it generalized latin square on A if and only if it 2 r + s - min{N(i) 1 i E A} 
where N(i) denotes the number of times that symbol i appears in Q. Our proof is 
elementary and different from the one given by Hilton [4], who made use of de 
Werra’s theorem on balanced edge-colouring of bipartite graph [6]. In the last 
section, we illustrate by an example the two different approaches. 
2. Generalized latin rectangle 
Definition 2.1. Let L = (L,) be an m X n (m s n) matrix and A = (1, 2, . . . , k} 
satisfying the following: 
(a) L,EA for all lsiim, lcjcn 
(b) OfU{Lij~j=1,2,...,~}~Aforalll~i~~ 
(c) ~#U{L~~~i=1,2,...,~}~Aforalll~j~~ 
(d) L~pfILi,=Ofordlp#q, lsp, qsn 
(e) Lrj n L, = $3 for all r f s, 1 =G r, s 6 m 
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Then L = (L,) is called a generalized partial latin rectangle on A. A generalized 
partial latin rectangle L = (L,) on A is called a generalized latin rectangle on A if 
for all 1 G i S m, U{L,Ij=l,2,. . . ,n}=A. 
L = (Lij) is called a generalized Zatin square on A if 
(a) L = (L,) is a generalized latin rectangle on A 
(b) m=n 
(c) IJ {Lij 1 i = 1,2, . . . , m} = A for all 1 sj G n 
Definition 2.2. Let L = (L,) be an m X n (m s n) generalized partial latin 
rectangle on A. An r x s (r > m, s 3 n) generalized latin rectangle L* = (L$) on 
B, B 2 A, is called an extension of L if 
LET = L, for all 1 G i S m, 1CjGn. 
If L has an extension L*, then we say that L can be extended to L*. 
<- nw 
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I 
r 
Diagram of L*. 
Theorem 2.3. Every m x n (m c n) generalized 
symbols 1, 2, . . . , k can be extended to form an 
L* = (LIT) on the same set { 1, 2, . . . , k}. 
latin rectangle L = (Lij) on k 
n x n generalized latin square 
Proof. Let L = (L,) be an m X n (m sn) generalized 
{1,2, . . . , k}. Form a set of m x n (0, 1)-matrices P1, Pz, . . 
as follows: 
For all lciim, lcjjn, lctck 
(i, f) entry of P, = 
1 
i ztk,‘r2se 
latin rectangle on 
. , Pk from L = (L,) 
Since L = (L,) is a generalized latin rectangle, each symbol t (t = 1, 2, . . , k) 
appears exactly once in each row and at most once in each column of L. It follows 
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that each P, is an m x n (0, 1)-matrix with only one 1 in each row and at most one 
1 in each column. 
Augment each P, into an n X n matrix P: where (i, j) entry of 
p: = 
1 
(i, j) entry of P, for all 1 G i C m, 1 <j C n 
0 otherwise. 
It follows that each P: has (n - m) zero rows and (n - m) zero columns. For 
each PT, arbitrarily match each zero row to a zero column. Indicate the chosen 
matching by assigning value 1 to (i, j) entry of P,* if row i of P: is matched to 
column j of PT. Let L* = (L;) be an n x n matrix where Lz = {t ) (i, j) entry of 
P: is 1, 1s t < k} for all 16 i, j c n. Then L* = (LIT) is an n x n generalized latin 
square on (1, 2, . . . , k} since each PT is an n x n (0, l)-matrix with exactly one 1 
in each row and each column. Furthermore, it is clear that (i, j) entry of L* 
equals (i, j) entry of L for all 1 C i s m, 1 <j d II. Hence L* is an extension of 
L. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Every m x n (m s n) latin rectangle L = (L,) on k symbols 
1, 2, . . . ) k can be extended to form an n X n generalized Latin square L* = (L;) 
on the same set (1, 2, . . . , k}. 
Proof. Since every latin rectangle L = (L,) is a generalized latin rectangle with 
each L, 16 i s m, 1 <j c n, being a singleton set, the result then follows from 
Theorem 2.3. 0 
Theorem 2.5. Every r X s (r s s) generalized partial Latin rectangle Q = (Q,) on 
A = {1,2,. . . , k} can be extended to an n x n generalized Latin square L* = (Ls) 
on A if and only if 
nsr+s-min{N(i)(iEA) 
where N(i) denotes the number of times that symbol i appears in Q. 
Proof. 
Necessity. Let Q = (Q,) be an r x s (r CS) generalized partial latin rectangle on 
A = (1, 2,. . . , k}. Suppose that Q = (Q,) can be extended to an n x n 
generalized latin square L* = (LG) on A, which is subdivided as shown on top of 
page 74. 
It is required to prove that n 2 r + s - min{N(i) 1 i E A}. Suppose on the contrary 
that there exists i E A such that n <r +s -N(i). This implies that r -N(i) > 
n-s. 
Since r - N(i) is the number of rows that symbol i does not appear in Q and 
L = Q + X is a generalized latin rectangle, X must have at least r - N(i) columns. 
But the number of columns in X is n -s and n -s <r -N(i), a contradiction. 
Hence n 3 r + s - min{N(i) 1 A}. 
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Sufficiency. Let Q = (Qjj) be an r x s (r c s) generalized partial latin rectangle on 
A. Letn,=r+s-min{N(i))ieA} andnan,. 
Case 1: Iz =n, 
LetMi=A_U{Q,lj=1,2,..., s}foralll~i~r.LetL=(L,~)beanrxn 
matrix defined as follows: 
(i) For all 1 G i s r, 1 <j G S, L, = Q, 
(ii) L lcs+lj = Ml, L1, = 0 for all s + 2 S q S n 
(iii) For all 2~i~r, s+ 1.1 < ‘s n, t E Lij @t E Mi and j is the least integer in 
{s+l,..., n} such that 
Then L = (Lij) is an r x n generalized latin rectangle on A. By Theorem 2.3, L 
can be extended to form an n x n generalized latin square L* = (L$) on A. 
Case 2: II >nl 
By Case 1, we can extend Q to an its X n, generalized latin square L* on A. Let 
B be an (n - nr) x (n - nl) generalized latin square with each diagonal entry 
equal to A and empty elsewhere. 
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Then 
L* 
0 
0 
B 
is the required II x n generalized latin square on A. Cl 
Theorem 2.5 can be reformulated as follows: 
Theorem 2.6 (Hilton [4], Theorem 2). Every T x s (r s s) generalized partial latin 
rectangle Q = (Q,) on A = { 1, 2, . . . , k} can be extended to an n x n generalized 
Latin square L* = (Lz) on A if and only if 
N(i)Z=r+s-n foralliEA 
where N(i) denotes the number of times that symbol i appears in Q. 
3. Example 
Consider the 2 x 3 generalized partial latin rectangle Q = (Q,) on A = 
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) as shown below: 
3 
1 2 4 
1 
3 4 
We shall illustrate how Q = (Q,) can be extended to a 5 x 5 generalized latin 
square L* = (LET) on A by two different approaches, namely 
(a) the approach used in the proof of Theorem 2.5 
(b) the approach used by Hilton [4] based on de Werra’s theorem [6]. 
Approach (a). In what follows, we shall use the same notations as in the proof of 
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Theorem 2.5. 
M* = (2951 
L = (L,) is a 2 X 5 matrix with 
L, = e, for all 1 d i S 2, l=SjS3 
hl= (51 
L24 = (21 
and 
L25 = (51 
3 
1 2 4 
5 
1 
3 4 
2 5 
Diagram of L 
Hence, L is a 2 x 5 generalized latin rectangle on A. We then form a set of 5 x 5 
(0, 1)-matrices PT, . . . , P: as obtained in the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
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Then 
3 
1 2 5 
4 
1 
3 2 5 
4 
I245 3 1 
1 
5 2 3 
4 
1 
2 
5 3 
4 
is a 5 x 5 generalized latin square on A. 
Approach (b). In the proof of Theorem 2.6, Hilton [4] made use of the following 
theorem: 
Theorem (de Werra) [6]. For each k 1 1, any finite bipartite graph has a balanced 
edge-coloring with k colors. 
Step 1: Extend Q to a 2 x 5 generalized latin rectangle L on A. 
Form a bipartite graph G(X, Y) as follows: 
The vertices in X correspond to the rows of Q, say X = {R,, R2}. The vertices 
in Y correspond to the symbols in A, say Y = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Ri (16 i c 2) is 
joined to y (1 G y s 5) in Y if and only if y does not occur in row i of Q. 
Since the degree of each vertex in Y is less than or equal to two, by de Werra’s 
theorem, G has an equitable edge-coloring with two colors, say color 4 and color 
5 (for simplicity we use colors 4 and 5 to indicate the new columns 4 and 5). Place 
symbol y into entry (i, j) of L if and only if there is an edge (Rj, y) with color i. 
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Diagram of G(X, Y) 
We thus obtain the following generalized latin rectangle L: 
3 
1 2 4 
5 
1 
3 2 
5 
4 
Step 2: Extend L to a 5 x 5 generalized Latin square L* on A. 
Form a bipartite graph G*(X*, Y*) where vertices of X* correspond to 
columns of L and vertices of Y* correspond to symbols in A, say X* = 
{ cr, c2, c3, cq, c=,} and Y* = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). ci E X* is joined to y E Y* if and only 
if y does not occur in column i of L. 
As in Step 1, we can give G* an equitable edge-coloring with 3 colors, namely 
colors 3, 4 and 5. 
Diagram of L 
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Diagram of G*(X*, Y*) 
With this coloring, we obtain L* as follows: 
I - 
i- 
3 
1 2 5 
4 
1 
3 2 5 
4 
2 3 5 1 4 
4 5 2 3 1 
3 
5 1 4 
2 
Diagram of L* 
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Remark. As illustrated from the above example, it is clear that our approach in 
extending a generalized partial latin rectangle to a generalized latin square is 
much simpler than the one given by Hilton [4], especially when the corresponding 
bipartite graph has large maximum degree. 
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